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16A SWITCHED SOCKET OUTLET RECESSED MOUNTED, INCLUDING SWITCHED SLIMLINE OUTLET

2 COMPARTMENT 2-COVER PVC POWER SKIRTING
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2 X 160MM DIA SLEEVES TO LINK TO EXISTING MV MANHOLE AND MV CABLE TIED BACK TO SUBSTATION PROVIDE JOINT TO EXISTING MV CABLE IN SLEEVES / MANHOLES

1 X 200MM WIDE CABLE LADDER TO WIRE CENTRE
1 X 200MM WIDE CABLE LADDER TO MV ROOM
1 X 200MM WIDE CABLE LADDER TO AC-DB SUPPLIES AND OTHER DB'S
2 X 500MM WIDE CABLE LADDERS VERTICAL WITHIN RISER DUCT
1 X 200MM WIDE CABLE LADDER TO MV ROOM
2 X 500MM WIDE CABLE LADDERS TO RISER DUCT
1 X 200MM WIDE CABLE LADDER TO MV ROOM
1 X 200MM WIDE CABLE LADDER TO Ac-Db Supplies AND OTHER DB'S
2 x 110MM DIA CORE TO FLOOR ABOVE TO FEED DB'S, SAPS, TAXI'S DB'S

2 X 160MM DIA SLEEVES TO LINK TO EXISTING MV MANHOLE AND MV CABLE TIED BACK TO T5 SUBSTATION PROVIDE JOINT TO EXISTING MV CABLE IN SLEEVES / MANHOLES

1 X 200MM WIDE CABLE LADDER TO AC-DB SUPPLIES AND OTHER DB'S